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PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING
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YOU WILL NEED:
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 lue (wood glue
is recommended)
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stain of your choice
and brushes
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INSTRUCTIONS:

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Apply a small dab of glue in the hole in the front of the large
piece of wood. Insert the small wood dowel piece into the hole.

1. Apply a small dab of glue in the hole in the front of the large
piece of wood. Insert the small wood dowel piece into the hole.

2. Screw the screw eye into the pre-drilled hole on the top of the
long wood piece.

2. Screw the screw eye into the pre-drilled hole on the top of the
long wood piece.

3. Run a bead of glue across the bottom of the long wood piece
and press this onto the top of the large piece of wood. Refer to
finished photo as needed.

3. Run a bead of glue across the bottom of the long wood piece
and press this onto the top of the large piece of wood. Refer to
finished photo as needed.

4. Let dry completely.

4. Let dry completely.

5. Paint or stain the bird-feeder. Let dry and apply an outdoor
sealant/polyurethane. Let dry.

5. Paint or stain the bird-feeder. Let dry and apply an outdoor
sealant/polyurethane. Let dry.

6. Thread the jute through the screw eye and knot to create a
hanging loop. Your bird feeder is assembled!

6. Thread the jute through the screw eye and knot to create a
hanging loop. Your bird feeder is assembled!

Adding the fruit/bird-seed to the feeder:

Adding the fruit/bird-seed to the feeder:

Hold your peanut butter/bird-seed coated apple or small fruit
in the center of the large hole. Carefully push the metal skewer
through the hole in the side of the wood, through the fruit and
then into the other hole in the wood. Hang your feeder outside
and watch the birds!

Hold your peanut butter/bird-seed coated apple or small fruit
in the center of the large hole. Carefully push the metal skewer
through the hole in the side of the wood, through the fruit and
then into the other hole in the wood. Hang your feeder outside
and watch the birds!
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